Minutes for the CNAP Committee Meeting

February 21, 2018 at 11:00 AM in 123 HSS

Attended by: Drs. Waleed Farag, Crystal Machado, Ben Rafsoth, Alex Ashcom, Sarah Bradshaw, Amber Stewart, Braxton Dameron, and Hunter Sargent.

Excused: Dr. Mac Fiddner

1. The minutes of last meeting were unanimously approved at 11:05 AM.

2. SB is going to place videos and edited pictures on the shared drive to be posted on the project landing page/workshop pages to give an overview of the workshops.

3. WF will request a title name change from the web team to “Cybersecurity Skill Zone”.

4. BR and WF will contact Dr. Andrew Barnette from WCCC and work on finding funds for food at the March 24th workshop.

5. AA and DF will work on completing “Cybersecurity Community” page with visuals and more information.

6. DF will contact Dr. Kevin Sloan of Penn Highlands Community College to see if he would like to collaborate in this project.

7. The group discussed creating Qualitative and Quantitative visuals of the feedback received from the previous workshops for the web page.

8. WF has briefly discussed the outcomes of his meeting with two IUP IT managers that was organized and facilitated by DF on Feb. 8, 2018.
9. The group discussed using Kahoot/Mentimeter during presentations for student feedback and interaction.

10. AS will work on converting the questions from the research study to a Word document so we all have a copy.

11. BR, DF, CM, will turn in their Mid-year grant progress report to WF by the end of the month so he can compile then send in the mid-year report to the NSA.

12. Meeting was adjourned at 12:45 PM.

Submitted by Hunter Sargent and Waleed Farag